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Corinne Bailey Rae - Closer
Tom: Db
Intro: 2x: Ab7  G7   Cm7

Ab7
     I don't want to give you up
G7
      I don't want to hold you up
Cm7
      I don't want ambiguous
I just know that i've had enough

Ab7
     I want you to travel with me

G7
     Let loose and let your mind go free
Cm7
      show you things that you've never seen

 Bbm7         Bb
But you just go to go with me

Ab7                     G7
Ohhh... your love is so good that i want to show you
Cm7
Don't make me responsible, for something you that can't find
Ab7                       G7
Ohhh... your loving is so good, so good,

      Ab7
The closer
I want it, i want it
   G7
Into me
I want it, i want it,
 Cm7
Leave it here
I want it, i want it, i want to get closer to you baby
Ab7
Experience...
I want it, i want it
 G7
Generous...
     Cm7
Lay down what's impeding you cause i want to get closer to
you, baby

Ab7
I don't want to give you up
G7
I'm tired of the pull and push
Cm7
I don't mind us to build tension but
 Bbm7          Bb

we've got to move in the same direction

Ab7                     G7
Ohhh... your love is so good that i want to show you
Cm7
Don't make me responsible, for something you that can't find
Ab7                       G7
Ohhh... your loving is so good, so good,

      Ab7
The closer
I want it, i want it
   G7
Into me
I want it, i want it,
 Cm7
Leave it here
I want to get closer to you baby
Ab7
Experience...
I want it, i want it
 G7
Generous...
     Cm7
Lay down what's impeding you cause i want to get closer to
you, baby
( Ab7  G7   Cm7 ) (2x)
Uuuuuhhh...

 Bbm7  Bb
You just got to go with me...

Ab7                     G7
Ohhh... your love is so good that i want to show you
Cm7
Don't make me responsible__for something you that can't find
Ab7                       G7
Ohhh... your loving is so good, so good,

      Ab7
The closer
I want it, i want it
   G7
Generous
     Cm7
Lay closer
I want it, i want it,
  Cm7
Closer

Ab7  G7   Cm7
I want to get closer to you baby

Ab7  G7   Cm7
Ohhh baby)
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